Global asymptotic stability of rational difference equations is an area of research that has been well studied. In contrast to the many current methods for proving global asymptotic stability, we propose an algorithmic approach. The algorithm we summarize here employs the idea of contractions. Given a particular rational difference equation, defined by a function Q : R k+1 → R k+1 , we attempt to find a K value for which Q K shrinks distances to the difference equation's equilibrium point. We state some general results that our algorithm has been able to prove, and also mention the implementation of our algorithm using Maple.
Introduction
In this paper we will introduce an algorithmic approach to proving global asymptotic stability (GAS) of equilibrium points of rational difference equations. The field of rational difference equations has applications to many other fields including biology, economics, and dynamical systems. In application areas, one often studies time-evolving sequences produced by recurrences with the goal of discovering end behavior of the sequence, given some initial conditions. There are many types of end behavior that one may be interested in. We will be concerned only with global asymptotic stability. Essentially, given a fixed rational difference equation, when the sequence that it produces converges for any reasonable initial conditions, we say that it is GAS. In Section 1.1, we will state the precise definition for GAS, as well as introduce all of the other definitions necessary to study stability of difference equations. We will also state a theorem, originally proved in [8] , which will be the basis of our algorithm. The main algorithm is presented in Sections 2 and 3. In the algorithm we first reduce the problem of GAS to the problem of proving that a particular polynomial is positive. Then, we prove that a multivariate polynomial is positive (when all of its variables are taken to be positive) using our new algorithm. Next, Section 4 contains a proof-of-concept that our algorithm is indeed applicable to prove GAS. In Section 5 we state a few of the results that our algorithm can prove. In addition, in Section 6, we mention the most useful commands in the Maple package that accompanies this paper.
Definitions
Following the various works of Ladas, et. al. [2, 7, 9] , we begin by stating a few standard definitions needed to study rational difference equations and stability. 
where the function R(u0, u1, . . . , u k ) is a rational function which maps I k+1 to I, for some interval I ⊆ R. Typically, we will take I to be [0, ∞) or (0, ∞).
Given a function R we say that a solution of (1) is a sequence {xn} ∞ n=−k which satisfies (1) . One can also think of a solution, {xn} ∞ n=−k , as being associated to the specific initial conditions {x −k , . . . , x0} created by repeatedly applying R. If a solution is constant, xn =x, for all n ≥ −k then we say that the solution is an equilibrium solution, andx is called an equilibrium point, or simply an equilibrium of F . In practice, we find the equilibria by solving the equationx = R(x, . . . ,x), and taking the solutions which lie in the interval I.
The main topic to be investigated in this paper is end behavior, specifically stability, of a solution of a given difference equation. There are various notions of stability that will now be defined. Definition 1.2. An equilibrium point,x, of (1) is said to be 1. locally stable if for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that if {xn} ∞ n=−k is a solution to (1) with the property that |x −k −x| + |x −k+1 −x| + · · · + |x0 −x| < δ then |xn −x| < ε for all n ≥ 0. . globally asymptotically stable (GAS) ifx is a global attractor, andx is locally stable.
locally asymptotically stable (LAS)
5. unstable ifx is not locally stable.
Our goal in this paper is to present an algorithm to prove GAS. Since GAS implies LAS, the first step must be to prove LAS (since, if a difference equation is not LAS it can't be GAS). The linearized stability theorem, which provides easily verifiable criteria for local asymptotic stability, can be found in many books and papers [2, 3, 4, 9, 11] . Because it is not central to our algorithm, we will omit the theorem and notation needed to state it.
In contrast to local asymptotic stability which is relatively easy to verify using the linearized stability theorem, global asymptotic stability has no similarly general necessary and sufficient conditions. There are a handful of theorems, providing sufficient conditions, that have been used to verify the global asymptotic stability of many specific difference equations. However, given a difference equation defined by the function R, it is not always obvious which theorem to apply. For a discussion of many of these theorems see [2] .
Our algorithm will only rely on the following theorem which is first presented in a paper by Kruse and Nesemann [8] . It will be stated it in a slightly different manner than it appears in their paper, using the notation we have established in this paper. First, it will be necessary to consider the difference equation associated to a function R in vector form. Let Q : I k+1 → I k+1 be defined from R as
Note that this transformation from R to Q essentially creates an order 1 mapping out of an order k + 1 mapping. In addition, Q is now a map that can be composed with itself, so
where X0 = x0, . . . , x −k is the vector of initial conditions. Now we can state the theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Kruse, Nesemann 1999) . Let · denote the Euclidean norm (i.e., a, b = √ a 2 + b 2 ). Let S denote either [0, ∞) or (0, ∞) (the function Q will necessitate which). Let Q : S k+1 → S k+1 be a continuous mapping of the form (2) with a unique fixed pointX ∈ S k+1 . Suppose for the discrete dynamic system Xn+1 = Q(Xn), n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
there exists an integer K ≥ 1 such that the K th iterate of Q satisfies
ThenX is GAS with respect to the norm · .
First, notice that this integer K tells us which power of Q is a contraction with respect toX , i.e., Q K shrinks distances toX . This gives an intuitive reason for Q K (X ) −X < X −X to imply global asymptotic stability. The proof of this theorem can be found in [8] .
Notice that the various definitions of stability, as they were stated in Definition 1.2, do not quite apply here because our unique fixed point (or equilibrium) is a vector rather than a scalar. However, Definition 1.2, can be easily translated to the vector case. The recurrence is (3), the equilibrium is a vector solution to the equation Q(X ) =X , and the order of the recurrence, k + 1, is 1 (so k = 0). Other than these minor changes, a word for word translation of Definition 1.2 is what we mean byX being GAS in Theorem 1.1.
Next we will see how we utilized this theorem to create a global asymptotic stability proof algorithm.
From Global Asymptotic Stability to Polynomial Positivity
In this section we will see how to reduce the question of global asymptotic stability of a rational difference equation to a question about an associated polynomial being positive. Throughout this section assume that we have fixed a rational difference equation,
of order k + 1, with a unique equilibriumx. Also assume that R is a rational function with positive coefficients, so R : [0, ∞) k+1 → [0, ∞), andx is non-negative (if there is no constant term in the denominator of R we cannot allow 0 to be in the domain, so R : (0, ∞) k+1 → (0, ∞), andx must be strictly positive). In order to apply Theorem 1.1 we must think of (5) and its equilibrium in their vector forms. For example, if xn+1 =
. The goal will be to find a positive integer, K, which satisfies (4). Motivated by this goal, we will construct the following polynomial, given specific Q,X , and K (assume we have conjectured some value for K):
Consider the implication of P Q,X ,K > 0 for X ≥ 0 (or > 0, both componentwise), and X =X .
Of course, the first implication, undoing the numerator from line 1 to line 2, in general will not preserve an inequality since the denominator may be negative. However, because we are squaring the Euclidean norm, the common denominator is always a product of sums of squares. Taking the numerator is then equivalent to multiplying both sides by the denominator, a positive quantity, which will not change the direction of the inequality. Notice that the final implicant, (7), is simply (4), so proving P Q,X ,K > 0 for some K implies thatx is GAS for the rational difference equation R. An algorithm for proving positivity will be shown in Section 3. Also note that whenever the function Q and equilibrium are clear from context, they will be omitted from the subscript of P . For a given Q andx we know that showing positivity of an associated polynomial implies GAS ofx for R. We also know, given K, what that polynomial associated to Q andX is. However, we still need to see how to conjecture a reasonable value for K, and then how to prove that the polynomial is indeed positive. We will see how to prove positivity in the next section. Now let's see how to conjecture a reasonable K value given R andx using a brute force method. Start with K = 1 and apply the following algorithm:
1. Create the polynomial P Q,X ,K (X ) 2. Apply a minimization technique to the polynomial P Q,X ,K (X ) (e.g., simulated annealing, gradient descent, Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, etc.) many times to find approximate local minima of P Q,X ,K . For ease of computation, and since this is only to conjecture a K, we apply the minimization technique in step 2 to a discrete set of points. We will restrict to a fine mesh with large upper bound. For example,
{ε, 2ε, . . . , N ε}, for some large value of N and small value of ε. Then every point in the mesh is a vector of the form i1ε, i2ε, . . . , i k+1 ε , where 1 ≤ ij ≤ N .
Note that this is not the only possible algorithm for conjecturing a value for K. However, the main result in this paper is a positivity algorithm, so we will not consider other possible algorithms. One could, in theory, replace step 2 with the following, "Apply the polynomial positivity algorithm found in Section 3". Then step 3 would become, "If the algorithm in step 2 fails, increase K by 1 and go back to step 1, otherwise return K". Using this positivity algorithm, once a K value is found, it is also proved to be correct. However, using positivity in step 2 is sometimes not feasible since it often takes more computer memory than the conjecturing algorithm.
An Algorithm to Prove Positivity of a Multivariate Polynomial
So far, our algorithm to prove global asymptotic stability of a particular rational difference equation has reduced the problem to proving that an associated polynomial is positive. Now the question becomes, how does one prove positivity? In general one can show polynomial positivity using calculus, or using cylindrical algebraic decomposition [1] . However, both of these methods do not work particularly well when the polynomial has very high degree. This is typically the case for the polynomials produced in Section 2, so we must use a different algorithm. We propose a new algorithm which was inspired by the following definition and theorem found in [6] .
• positive (resp. non-negative) from µ iff ∀x1 ≥ µ, . . . , xn ≥ µ, P (x1, . . . , xn) > 0 (resp. P (x1, . . . , xn) ≥ 0).
• absolutely positive (resp. absolutely non-negative) from µ iff P is positive (resp. non-negative) from µ, and every partial derivative (of any order), P * , of P is non-negative from µ, i.e., ∀x1 ≥ µ, x2 ≥ µ, . . . , xn ≥ µ, P * (x1, . . . , xn) ≥ 0.
In addition, we will denote by σµ 1 ,...,µn (P ) the polynomial obtained from P by translating in dimension i by µi in the negative direction. In other words, replace xi by xi + µi in P for all i. If µi = µ for all i then we simply write σµ(P ).Also from [6] , a theorem that gives a necessary and sufficient condition for absolute positivity (and absolute non-negativity) is reproduced here. Theorem 3.1 (Hong, Jakuš 1998). Let P be a non-zero polynomial. Then P is absolutely positive (resp. absolutely non-negative) from µ iff every coefficient in σµ(P ) is positive, and the constant term is nonzero (resp. non-negative). In particular, if µ = 0 then every coefficient in P is positive and the constant term is nonzero (resp. non-negative). Now, it is certainly too much to hope for the polynomials P Q,X ,K to be absolutely positive from zero. Of course, to satisfy Theorem 1.1, it is only necessary that they be positive from zero (and possibly zero at a few points). Our algorithm will subdivide the positive orthant (the region in which all the variables are non-negative), denoted by R n + where n is the number of variables in P , into regions in which P is positive on the boundary of the region, and essentially absolutely positive in some direction away from the boundary (i.e., there is a direction such that the directional derivative is positive).
Since the polynomials we construct while pursuing global asymptotic stability are typically very complicated (high degree in all variables, some negative coefficients), we cannot easily show that a directional derivative is positive. Instead, for each region S ⊂ R n + we will create a polynomial, PS(y) with the property that if PS(y) ≥ 0 for all y ∈ R n + then P (x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ S. We will first describe the algorithm in two dimensions, and later generalize to the n-dimensional case.
Let P := P (x, y) be a polynomial in two variables (n = 2). In order to show that P (x, y) ≥ 0 for (x, y) ∈ R 2 + , we first cut the positive quadrant into 4 regions as shown in Figure 1 , wherex is some positive number. In the case that P = P Q,X ,K as in Section 2,x will be the equilibrium point of the rational difference equation used to create P . 
regions
For each of these four regions we create a new polynomial from P by transforming the region into R 2 + , and making the corresponding variable substitutions. See Figures 2 -4 for the region transformations (transforming SE is analogous to transforming NW by permuting the x and y axes). Based on these region transformations we see that the associated polynomials are given by PNE(x, y) = σx(P ) = P (x +x, y +x),
The change of variables in P before applying σ, inverting the variables or not, is self explanatory based on the transformation of the associated region. However, we must also multiply by x dx and/or y dy (where dz = the degree of z in P for z = x, y) as needed before applying the σ shift operator so that the resulting P is still a polynomial. When talking generally about one of these polynomials, we will denote it by P , where the can refer to an arbitrary region. Note that ifx = 0 we will only consider the N E region, thus avoiding translating by
Before we continue the algorithm by giving criteria to test positivity of the polynomials in (8) we must see why proving positivity of all P will be enough to prove positivity of P (x, y) for all (x, y) ∈ R 2 + . Proposition 3.2. Let P (x, y) be a polynomial, dx = deg x (P ), dy = deg y (P ), andx > 0. Consider the polynomials PNE, PSW , PNW , PSE as defined in (8) . If these four polynomials are all non-negative from 0 then P (x, y) is non-negative from 0.
Proof. For each of the four polynomials we will see that positivity for (x, y) ∈ R 2 + implies positivity of P (x, y) in the corresponding region.
Then by definition of PNE(x, y) we have PNE(x, y) = P (x +x, y +x) ≥ 0 for x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0. Let x := x +x and y := y +x, then P (x , y ) ≥ 0 for x = x +x ≥x, and y = y +x ≥x.
This says precisely that P (x, y) ≥ 0 in the region N E.
Following the previous case we first substitute x := x + 1 x and y := y + 1 x to get
Since we are only interested in the region for which x and y are both strictly positive we may cancel the (x ) dx (y ) dy without reversing the inequality. We also make a second substitution letting . Now we see that P (x , y ) ≥ 0 for 0 < x = 1 x ≤x, and 0 < y = 1 x ≤x which is simply P (x, y) ≥ 0 in the region SW . 
As in the SW case, we will make two substitutions. The first being x := x + 1 x and y := y +x. This gives us
, and y = y +x ≥x.
Again, we may cancel the (x ) dx without reversing the inequality since x is strictly positive in the region in question. Finally, we make our second substitution,
(there is no second substitution for y ) which yields P (x , y ) ≥ 0 for 0 < x = 1 x ≤x, and y ≥x.
Therefore, P (x, y) ≥ 0 in the region N W .
If PSE(x, y) ≥ 0 for (x, y) ∈ R 2 + : This case is analogous to the N W case by interchanging the roles of x and y.
In each of the four cases positivity of the polynomial corresponds to positivity of P (x, y) in the corresponding region. To prove positivity of each of the P we will test two criteria, neither using anything more powerful than high school algebra.
PosCoeffs: From Theorem 3.1, if all coefficients, including the constant term, of P are non-negative then P (x, y) ≥ 0 for (x, y) ∈ R 2 + . SubPoly: If the only negative coefficient in P (including the constant term) is on the xy term then we check whether the binary quadratic form,
where a, b, and c are coefficients of their respective terms in P , is positive definite (i.e., is positive for all (x, y) = 0) using its discriminant. The binary quadratic form discriminant of (9) is defined to be (9) is positive. Then, if this "sub-polynomial" of P is positive, P itself is positive (since the other coefficients are positive). Notice that this may not be the discriminant most are familiar with. A further discussion of why this is taken to be the discriminant can be found when the n-dimensional positivity algorithm is summarized later in this section.
We also have an easy way to test whether P (x, y) < 0 for some (x, y) ∈ R 2 + by checking the leading coefficient (the coefficient on the highest degree term) and constant term.
LCoeff: The leading coefficient must be positive, otherwise the polynomial eventually tends to negative infinity in some direction.
Const: Similarly, the constant term must be positive, otherwise the polynomial is negative in a neighborhood of the origin.
For each region , if P passes one of PosCoeffs or SubPoly then, by Proposition 3.2, P (x, y) ≥ 0 in the region . If P fails one of LCoeff or Const then we output false immediately because we know that there are points in region for which P (x, y) is negative. However, for some region , if P has too many negative coefficients, its leading coefficient is positive, and its constant term is positive, then we must do more tests to establish positivity of P on R 2 + . We would like to subdivide our original region (NE, NW, SE, or SW) into finitely many pieces and try again. However, there isn't an obvious way to do this since, except for SW, the regions are infinite, and we have used our "obvious" cutpoint,x. So instead, we will first map the infinite region into a finite rectangle with lower left corner at the origin (see figures 5 and 6) and create a new polynomial P (x, y) from P (x, y) for each now finite region. We will then subdivide this finite region in order to prove that P (x, y) ≥ 0 on the region in which it is defined. These new polynomials will be defined in the following manner based on their corresponding region transformations. , 0 ≤ y ≤x
Along the lines of Proposition 3.2 we can guarantee positivity of P (x, y) given positivity of the related polynomials (10). Proposition 3.3. Let P (x, y) be a polynomial, dx = deg x (P ), dy = deg y (P ), andx > 0. Consider the polynomials P N E , P SW , P N W , P SE as defined in (10). If any one of these polynomials, generally denoted P , is positive on the region indicated in (10), then P (x, y) is positive on the region . For example, if P N W (x, y) ≥ 0 on 0 ≤ x ≤x and 0 < y ≤ 1 x , then P (x, y) ≥ 0 on the region N W , and similarly for the other polynomials/regions.
Proof. We will only see the proof for P N W (x, y), the rest will follow in nearly the same manner. Assume that P N W (x, y) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤x and 0 < y ≤ . Then by definition of P N W (x, y) we know that
Since y is strictly positive in the region in which P N W (x, y) is defined, we can cancel y dy without reversing the inequality just as we did in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Now, let y := as necessary. Note that no work needs to be done for SW since P SW (x, y) = P (x, y) and is defined in the region SW .
Next, we need to see how to prove that P (x, y) ≥ 0 on the desired region. We will do this by subdividing the domain of P into finitely many smaller rectangles. Then, for each smaller rectangle, S = {a ≤ x ≤ b, c ≤ y ≤ d}, we transform it to R 2 + creating a corresponding polynomial, P S (x, y), and test criteria PosCoeffs and SubPoly to see whether this polynomial is positive. See Figure 7 for the transformation of a general rectangle, S, to R 2 + . Given this transformation, the polynomial, P S , is given by
where P is one of P N E , P N W , P SE , P SW , and d z = degree of z in P for z = x, y. Before we see the canonical subdivision algorithm let us see why this P S (x, y) will give the desired result. Proof. This proof follows the form of the proofs for Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. First, by definition of P (S), the fact that P S (x, y) ≥ 0 for x, y ≥ 0 means
As in the previous proofs we may cancel x + In principle any subdivision will work so long as we cover the entire finite rectangle. However, since the goal is to program the algorithm we need to specify a canonical subdivision. First we will simply divide into four equal regions. For each region we perform the above steps (transform the region and polynomial, apply criteria PosCoeffs and SubPoly). If we fail either criteria on a specific subregion, then we subdivide that subregion into four again and repeat. We continue to do this until we pass PosCoeffs or SubPoly, fail LCoeff or Const (and output false), or we reach some stopping condition and output FAIL. A stopping condition could be that we have subdivided N times, for some large N .
Before we summarize the positivity algorithm in the general n-dimensional case we must see the general SubPoly criteria. It was previously stated only in the case of 2 variables.
SubPoly-n:
If the only negative coefficients in P (including the constant term) are on terms of the form xrxs then we check whether the quadratic form [10] ,
where ai,j are coefficients of their respective terms in P , is positive definite (i.e., is positive for all x1, . . . , xn = 0, . . . , 0 ) using its corresponding matrix. The symmetric coefficient matrix is defined as: A = (a i,j ), where a i,j = a j,i = 1 2 ai,j for all i = j, and a i,i = ai,i [12] . Given this matrix, we can equivalently think of the quadratic form as xAx T , where x = x1, . . . , xn . Since A is a symmetric matrix, we know from the spectral theorem that it is diagonalizable by an orthonormal matrix, Q, so we have that A = QDQ where D is a diagonal matrix. We can then rewrite the quadratic form as:
From this we easily see that the quadratic form is positive definite iff all eigenvalues of A are positive (i.e., A is positive definite). Then, if this quadratic "sub-polynomial" of P is positive, P itself is positive (since the other coefficients are positive).
We are now ready to summarize the algorithm in the n-dimensional case. Assume we have a polynomial P ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], and want to test whether P (x1, . . . , xn) ≥ 0 for (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R n + . 1. First cut R n + into regions, similar to the N W , N E, SW , SE regions. For each variable we have 2 possibilities for its domain 0 ≤ xi ≤x orx ≤ xi < ∞.
A region is defined by making a choice for each variable, thus we have 2 n regions. The associated polynomial, P , for each region is then created by substituting xi by xi +x ifx ≤ xi < ∞
2. For each region we check our 4 criteria PosCoeffs, SubPoly-n, LCoeff, and Const. If all 2 n polynomials pass PosCoeffs or SubPoly-n then we are done, and P is positive on R n + . If any of the polynomials fail LCoeff or Const then we are also done because we know that there are values in R n + for the variables which make P negative. Otherwise, we continue on to step 3 for the regions which fail PosCoeffs and SubPoly-n.
3. Assume we have a specific region (domains for each variable), R, which failed step 2. Then we create the polynomial P R by substituting
for xi in P if xi is restricted tox ≤ xi ≤ ∞ in R, and then multiplying by x dx i i for those variables which were substituted. This new polynomial will be restricted to the region R , which is defined from R in the following manner: if 0 ≤ xi ≤x in R, then xi has the same restriction in R ; otherwise,x ≤ xi < ∞ in R, and then xi is restricted to
(a) Subdivide R into 2 n equal regions, Sj, and for each region create the polynomial P S j in the same manner as (11) . (b) Test positivity of P S j using criteria PosCoeffs, SubPoly-n, LCoeff, and Const. If P S j passes PosCoeffs or SubPoly-n then we are done in region Sj and can continue checking the rest of the subregions of R . If P S j fails LCoeff or Const then we stop altogether because we know that there are values for the variables in R n + which make P negative. Otherwise, go back to step 3(a) with region R now replaced by Sj. (c) If we have recursed more than N times (for some choice of N ), stop and output FAIL.
Before going on to the proof-of-concept for a specific difference equation and equilibrium let us see how to apply the polynomial positivity algorithm. We will see two examples, one in which SubPoly must be used, and one where subdivisions are necessary. PNE(x, y) = σ1(P ) = x 2 − xy + y 2 + x + y + 1,
PSE(x, y) = σ1,1 P x, 1 y y dy = x 2 y 2 + 2x 2 y + 2xy 2 + x 2 + 3xy + y 2 + x + y + 1.
The polynomials PNW (x, y) = PSE(x, y) have all positive coefficients, so they satisfy PosCoeffs. To see that PNE(x, y) (which equals PSW (x, y) in this example) is positive we must test criteria SubPoly.
The only negative coefficient in PNE(x, y) is on the xy term, so we look at the sub-polynomial x 2 − xy + y 2 . The discriminant of this binary quadratic form is 4 · 1 · 1 − 1 2 = 3, which is positive as needed. So we see that PNE(x, y) (and thus PSW (x, y)) is positive by SubPoly.
In this example we don't have to do further subdivisions since PNW , PNE, PSE, PSW are all positive. Therefore, we are done by Proposition 3.2. ♦ Example 3.2. Let P (x, y) = x 4 y − 5x 3 y + 10x 2 y + x + y andx = 1. First we subdivide R 2 + into the for regions N E, SW , N W , SE and get the following polynomials:
In this example we see that PSW (x, y) and PNW (x, y) pass criteria PosCoeffs since all coefficients are positive. For the other two regions we will need to subdivide because the negative coefficients are not on the term xy. Let us first examine SE. We need to create the polynomial P SE (x, y) as in 10:
Then we subdivide the region 0 < x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 into four equal rectangles:
and create four associated polynomials using (11): All four polynomials for the subdivision of SE are positive by PosCoeffs, therefore P SE (x, y) ≥ 0, and by Proposition 3.3 we see that P (x, y) ≥ 0 on the region SE. Now let us look at PNE. Create P N E as indicated by (10):
Subdivide the region 0 < x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 into the same S1, S2, S3, and S4 as above, and create the polynomials P S i , this time from P N E : As before, all four subdivision polynomials pass PosCoeffs, and so they are positive. Therefore, by Propositions 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we know that P (x, y) ≥ 0 for (x, y) ∈ R 2 + . ♦
Proof of Concept
We have now seen the full algorithm to prove GAS of equilibrium points of rational difference equations. However, there is no reason a priori that this algorithm is applicable. It could be the case that no such K (see Section 2 for a definition of K) exists, and this algorithm would be useless. We will now see that this technique does, in fact, work to prove global asymptotic stability of an equilibrium of a particular rational difference equation. The proof of the following theorem to establish global asymptotic stability will go through the procedure outlined in the previous sections. 
the equilibrium,x = 2, is GAS.
Proof. We will prove that K = 5 satisfies (4) from Theorem 1.1. From the rational difference equation, the equilibriumx = 2, and K = 5 we get the polynomial, P := P 2,2 ,5 ( x1, x2 ), as defined in (6): The goal is to prove that this polynomial is positive when all variables are positive. Recall that we created this polynomial by taking the numerator of
where Q(X ) is the map
xn .
Now we run the polynomial positivity algorithm described in Section 3 to prove that this polynomial is positive. If the polynomial is positive when all variables are positive then the equilibrium,x = 2, is GAS for the original difference equation by Theorem 1.1. First we will prove that P > 0 in the region N E. We make the polynomial PNE by substituting x1 = x1 + 2 and x2 = x2 + 2 into P . See the Appendix in [5] for PNE and the rest of the polynomials as they will be omitted from this paper. Now we need to prove that PNE > 0 in the region R 2 + except when all variables are simultaneously zero. The only negative coefficient is on the term x1x2, so we can use the discriminant method. The binary quadratic form that we must show is positive definite is Its discriminant is d = 445324725659927484 which is positive, so by SubPoly PNE > 0 in R 2 + . Now we will prove P > 0 in the region N W . Create the polynomial PNW by substituting x1 = 1/x1, multiplying by x dx 1 1 = x 8 1 , and then translating x1 by 1/2 to the left, and x2 by 2 to the left. All coefficients in PNW are positive, and the constant term is zero. There is no proper subset of the variables for which setting them all equal zero yields the zero polynomial. Therefore, PNW is zero only when all variables are zero, and so P > 0 in N W .
Next, we will prove P > 0 in the region SE. First make the polynomial PSE by substituting x2 = 1/x2, multiplying by x dx 2 2 = x 10 2 , and then translating x1 by 2 to the left and x2 by 1/2 to the left. Now we need to prove that PSE > 0 in the region R 2 + except when all variables are simultaneously zero. All coefficients are positive, and the constant term is zero. There is no proper subset of the variables for which setting them all equal zero yields the zero polynomial. Therefore, PSE is zero only when all variables are zero, and then P > 0 in the region SE.
Finally, we must prove P > 0 in the region SW . Make the polynomial PSW by substituting x1 = 1/x1 and x2 = 1/x2, multiplying by x to the left. Now we need to prove that PSW > 0 in the region R In addition to the results in the above table our algorithm can be used to prove GAS of many rational difference equations in which the coefficients have specific numerical values. See the Web Books on the web page that accompanies this paper http://math.rutgers.edu/~eahogan/GAS.html
Maple Code
In addition to the Web Books, there is a Maple package to accompany this paper which can also be found on the above web page. The three most useful procedures are ProveK, Prove, and WebBook. ProveK will use our algorithm to show that a given K value works to prove that the unique equilibrium of a particular rational difference equation is GAS. Prove utilizes ProveK to find the K value for a particular rational difference equation up to a given threshold. WebBook takes in a rational difference equation with variables for coefficients and proves GAS for a specified number of random choices for the coefficients. There is a Help function (type Help() to see a list of all procedures, and Help( procedure name ) to get help on a specific procedure). In the help for each procedure, a sample is given for how to use it.
Conclusion
In Sections 2 and 3 we have seen both parts of our new GAS algorithm: first reducing the problem to proving that a polynomial is positive, and then proving polynomial positivity. Putting the two together we now have a completely algorithmic approach to proving GAS of a given rational difference equation.
Inputs:
R -rational function in k + 1 variables x -equilibrium, solution tox = R(x, . . . ,x) M axK -a maximum K value to try Outputs:
true ifx is proven to be GAS for xn+1 = R(xn, xn−1, . . . , x n−k ) false ifx is not LAS for xn+1 = R(xn, xn−1, . . . , x n−k ) FAIL if M axK was not high enough. Procedure:
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